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B&G IT WHETHER YOU WAIK OR RIDE, THERE'S A
BAG FOR EVERYONE - AND EVERYTHING.

Go figure: Even though more golf rounds are played by riders than walkers in America, golfers still buy way more stand
bags than cart bags. And who can blame them? Stand bags are lightweight, have some nice interior space, and still fit in
a cart. While less versatile, cart-specific bags have also come down in weight and offer a lot of room inside, with plenty of
pockets. But you don't want to lug them over your shoulder for iB holes. You really can't go wrong with the next bag you
buy. Just make sure it suits your preferred method of getting around the course.

TAYTORMADE'S JUGGERNAUT

Taylormade's Juggernaut Cart bag ($250) boasts a 14-way

stadium design top with fully integrated putter well, for
easy and spacious club access. lt includes nine accessible
pockets up front, plus two shoe pockets in the rear.

ADIDAS ADIZERO

At just 3.8 pounds, adidas
Golf's adizero stand bag
($160) is a comfort story. The

ventilated foam shoulder
strap and hip pad enhance
air ventilation, and ease the
load on your shoulders.

OGIO'S GROM

OGIO's Grom stand model
($240) sports a 14-way top with
full-length dividers. Unique fea-

tures include a zipper-less ball
pocket and a load-equalizing

suspension system for extra

comfort when carrying it.

NIKE'S PERFORMANCE HYBRID

Nike's Performance Hybrid ($200) features spe-

cialized compartments, a cushioned double

strap with mesh lining, and a mesh back pad for
better ventilation. The base is made to not slip.
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OGIO'S CHAMBER

OGIO's Chamber cart bag ($300) boasts the Silencer club
protection system with 14 individual club compartments
that incorporate a protective membrane to center and

gently hold the shaft of each club.

SUN MOUNTAIN C-I5O

Sun Mountain's C-130 cart bag
($2i+) is designed for cart use,

with features such as a reverse-

orientation top, three utility han-

dles on the top, and a cart strap

channel. All pockets are acces-

sible when the bag is strapped to
a cart.

PING'S HOOFER

PING's five-pound Hoofer stand

bag ($190) balances comfort and

accessibility, making club carrying

easy. A five-way mesh-covered top
is reinforced for more durability,
while new dual-sliding adjustable

straps and a leg retention strap

add convenience.

CAIIAWAY'S HYPER.LITE 5.5

Callaway's Hyper-Lite 3.5 stand bag ($160)

weighs just 3.5 pounds. The 8.5-inch, four-

way top has two full-length dividers. Both the

extra-padded double strap and foam hip pad

enhance comfoft.

SRIXON'S LIGHTWEIGIIT

Srixon's lightweight stand bag ($140)features a 9.5-inch,

eight-way top with full-length dividers. Ergonomic rubber
foot pads provide 360-degree flexibility, while rubber feet
prevent twisting.
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